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Abstract
Static analysis attempts to discover program properties and answer questions about a program’s potential behavior without
actually running the program. Example properties include things such as loop bounds, reachability and taint analysis. Even though
there is a vast body of literature describing program various program analysis techniques and algorithms, implementing these
algorithms can be challenging. Understanding how to make the techniques scale to real-world programs is an additional challenge.
This technical report describes our work implementing several static analysis techniques on Java bytecode in a tool we call
the Janalyzer. We describe the algorithms we used along with the trade-offs we made in terms of scalability and precision.
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I. I NTRODUCTION
Static program analysis is an active area of research with a vast body of literature describing many techniques and algorithms
to statically extract information about a program and its possible behaviors. In fact, the literature is so large that even knowing
where to start can be a challenge.
Another big challenge is understanding the trade-offs between scalability and precision. For instance, static program slicing
can have difficulty scaling while remaining precise enough to give useful information on large, real-world programs [1]. In
order to make many algorithms and techniques usable on complex programs, some sort of approximation is introduced, which
is often not described in the research literature.
We have implemented several static analysis techniques and algorithms in a tool we call the “Janalyzer”, short for “Java
Analyzer”. The Janalyzer takes as input a Java bytecode program, performs its analyses, and then presents these to the user in
a graphical user interface. The user can then view the analysis results, as well as make additional queries.
II. P ROGRAM ANALYSIS COMPONENTS
The Janalyzer implements several different types of analysis for Java bytecode programs. These include the following.
• Call graph generation. This basic information tells which methods each method can call. This forms the basis for many
of the other analyses.
• Control-flow graph generation. This describes the flow of control within a single method.
• Inter-procedural nested loop identification. This describes how loops are nested across method calls.
• Program slicing. This tells which program statements are affected by another program statement.
• Suspicious loop identification. This identifies which loops are “suspicious”, where suspicious is defined to mean that the
loop exit condition depends on an object that is modified inside the body of the loop itself.
• Unbalanced branch identification. This describes which branches may be unbalanced with respect to some metric, such
as the number of instructions executed.
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